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Menominee Monster Night By AJ Villareal 

It was a dark, cool evening at Camp Menominee. Clouds 

descended overhead, and the scene was perfectly set for an 

all-new campfire: Menominee Monsters. The rules were 

simple. Each cabin had to come up with a monster that lurks 

the grounds of CM, create a back-story for that monster, and 

perform a skit involving that monster.  The night began with 

Cabin 3’s creature, a blood-sucking mutant, with an eerie 

story told by JOSH NAMORDI. However it was Cabin 4’s 

National Geographic skit featuring a spoof of JASON 

(played by JACOB MASKIN) as the monster that took the 

cake. Their skit featured multiple creatures, acted out by 

AARON PELTS, CHARLIE EISENBERG and other cabin 

members each parodying a different staff member. Other 

notable performances included Cabin 17’s spoof of the TV 

show “River Monsters” featuring TAYLOR          

BEAUSEIGNEUR and  DAVID RIBOT as the Australian 

hosts describing a monster played by JAMES 

POPLAWSKI. Cabin 13’s skit told of a monster that stole 

the talents of certain staff and admin members at camp, with 

the monster being played by SAM MYERTHALL. Some 

cabins lost sight of the objective and made too many per-

sonal jokes rather than creating a scary creature that would 

cause campers to lose some sleep. This campfire has a ton 

Senior Cabin Takes Cathy’s By Editors 

Usually, birthday’s at camp are celebrated with cake for the Cabin and an enthusiastic rendition of “Happy 

Birthday” by the entire camp. Occasionally a birthday is celebrated with a Dina Mia’s pizza party, but after 

the celebration of TODD LAZARUS’ birthday in the mess hall, JASON announced that the Senior Cabin 

would be traveling to Cathy’s ice cream shop in St. Germain courtesy of TODD’s parents. Their quick run to 

Cathy’s, an iconic favorite of the Northwoods, began after lunch during a real rest period. Once they arrived, 

the birthday boy quickly chose a cookie dough flurry, a Cathy’s twist on a traditional milkshake. REMY 

DOYLE stayed in the birthday spirit when he ordered a scoop of birthday cake ice cream. ROBBIE       

YASTROW kept it simple with a scoop of chocolate ice cream. JAKE HOODACK said it was a great way to 

DAVID RIBOT and TAYLOR    

BEAUSEIGNEUR as the hosts of “River 

Monsters” in their cabin’s presentation 

JEREMY BACH and AJ GALFIELD act 

out Cabin 14’s monster, the “Oracle of 

Koz’s House” 
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Born: Dublin, Ireland 

Years at Camp: 1  

Cabin: 4 

Favorite Movie:  8 Mile 

Favorite Canteen: Jelly Beans 

Best Camp Memory: Meeting everyone on 

the first night of camp. 

  

 Counselor Profile:  

 

  

Eggciting Times at the Egg Drop By Woody 

What a perfect evening for the egg drop. It’s not often that the tower is beaten, and against a backdrop of blue 

sky, the contest began at 7:00 p.m. sharp. Cabin 3’s ELI FRIEDMAN felt confident as he handed over their 

egg, which was carried over to a basket hauled by MICHAEL OUEDRAOGO to the top of the 50 foot tower. 

The “eggspectant” crowd counted down from 5, and then, 

splat! the egg was no more. 50 feet is a long way for a 

lonely egg to drop, even if it is encased in moss, leaves, 

bark and sand. ELI FELDMAN and GRAY DROBNY from 

Cabin 4 were convinced their egg carrier would do the job, 

but once again the tower showed no mercy. REID 

KANTER, counselor of Cabin 7, handed over the smallest 

and lightest egg protection I have ever seen. This could be 

the one, I thought. But no; it fell far quicker and hit the 

ground harder than I “eggspected”. The tower seemed to be 

taking a rather callous pleasure in smashing the eggs this 

evening. Hailing from Cabin 8, NATE BEERMAN and 

COOPER SPECTOR, and birthday boy JESSE KAPLAN 

fared no better. Cabin 9, with a determined JACK FOR-

MAN were similarly dismissed. Could anyone beat the 

tower? I thought perhaps, that Cabin 10 had “cracked” it as      

SAWYER KROLL (chief referee of the event) dug around inside their log contraption, but no, his fingers 

came out covered in yolk. So with Cabin 14 breaking their egg before the big event, and 15 and 17 falling to 

the power of the tower, it was up to the final Cabin-13-led by ANDREW BLECHMAN, with an excited JACK 

BEHAR and DANIEL MALIS, to save the day. And they did it! The only cabin to beat the tower this year. 

And just to prove the egg was not hardboiled (it has happened before), ISAAC MILLER had the egg ceremo-

niously broken over his head. 

Junior Twilight League Standings 

  Team                            W      L             GB 

DANIELS                    3      1              -- 

GALFIELD                   2      2             1 

SCHNEIDER                2      2             1 

FELDMAN                    1      3             2 

Cabin 13’s winning egg drop contraption is 

ISAAC MILLER 

braces for im-

pact as WOODY 

tests whether 

the winning egg 

was hard-boiled. 


